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Key Findings 

 
• Current analysis of regional interests in Afghanistan tends to treat the former Soviet 

Central Asian (fSCA) region as a more or less cohesive unit. This is an incorrect 
analytical framework because Central Asian responses have rarely been coordinated. 
Individual former Soviet Central Asian states should not be ignored as relevant 
geopolitical actors, especially Uzbekistan. The latter is fSCA’s largest state in terms of 
population (28 million people) and a double land-locked country surrounded by all 
other Central Asian states, including Afghanistan. Therefore, location, resources and 
size give Uzbekistan leeway in regional politics, which allows it to influence the future 
of its smaller neighbours, namely Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, and also the prosperity 
of Afghanistan’s Balkh province; 

• Uzbekistan has over the years become more involved in Afghanistan, operating the 
latter’s first railway, supplying energy to Kabul and increasing substantially its volume 
of trade; 

• Uzbekistan’s foreign policy objectives are focused on self-reliance, i.e. developing its 
economy and establishing political relations bilaterally. This political orientation, along 
with the deteriorating security situation in Tajikistan and Afghanistan in the 1990s, has 
let to mistrust and a lack of cooperation in Central Asia; 

• The mistrust between most regional actors means that each country tends to 
implement its own goals without taking into account others’ concerns. This has led to 
increased competition between Uzbekistan and Tajikistan over the possibility of 
becoming electricity suppliers to Afghanistan and Pakistan. Tashkent hopes to 
become the dominant power in Central Asia and is wary of rivals in the water and 
energy sectors; 

•     Uzbekistan’s interests in Afghanistan are focused on preserving border security, 
preventing cross-border infiltration and increasing its export capacity. So far local 
relations seem to be running smoothly, but some concerns have arisen, particularly 
those connected to Uzbekistan’s tight control over the Afghan border. Hence, some of 
these concerns may become politically contested in the foreseeable future, as 
Uzbekistan becomes a key player in Afghanistan’s northern economy; 

• Considering a geopolitical environment in which China and Russia do not become 
heavily involved in Afghanistan’s security, and if Afghanistan’s future were to become 
more certain, i.e. either more stable or unstable, Uzbekistan would be pressured to 
change its self-reliant foreign policy; 

• However, if Afghanistan’s political area remains uncertain, i.e. peace is far from being 
achieved, yet not entirely at the point of outright war, it is likely that Uzbekistan will 
face little pressure to change its current foreign policy. 
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Uzbekistan’s Afghan Interests and its  
Foreign Policy after 2014: 

A turning point for opening Central Asia? 
 

Bernardo Teles Fazendeiro 
 
INTRODUCTION 
  
NATO’s imminent departure from Afghanistan in 2014 has triggered widespread discussion 
on the future of Greater Central Asia (GCA).1 Uzbekistan, as a key state of GCA, has a large 
stake in the post-2014 situation and so its relationship with Afghanistan is crucial to 
understanding potential trends for the whole region. The two states are large landlocked 
Eurasian political units with the added fact that Uzbekistan is one of the only double land-
locked countries in the world.2 Consequently, their size and location, between South and 
Central Asia, imply that both will have a substantial role to play in the future of GCA’s 
security, economic integration and trade.  
 
Most regional analyses of Afghanistan do not ascribe a significant role to Uzbekistan. For 
instance, Tellis and Mukharji’s 2010 edited volume on a regional strategy for Afghanistan 
offers no chapter on Uzbekistan, yet one on Saudi Arabia - a state with which Afghanistan 
shares no border and with a negligible role in its reconstruction.3 However, it is fair to 
mention that Tellis and Mukharji’s volume does at least recognize the relevance of former 
Soviet Central Asian States, whereas others either barely mention them,4 or neglect them 
completely.5 Still, those who do attribute importance to former Soviet Central Asian states 

                                                 
1 The term GCA was applied by Frederick Starr with the purpose of grouping together an area that is historically 
and politically connected, but that has been usually divided into distinct geopolitical areas. For example, 
Afghanistan can easily be considered a South Asian or a Central Asian state, which then has repercussions on the 
type of framework that is applied to explain regional security and politics.See Starr, F. A ‘Greater Central Asia 
Partnership’ for Afghanistan and its Neighbors (Washington: Central Asia-Caucasus Institute Silk Road Studies 
Program). March 2005. 
2 Double land-locked means that goods and people have to cross two political borders before gaining access to 
the sea. Liechtenstein is the the other double land-locked country in the world. 
3 Tellis, A. & Mukharji, A. (eds.), Is a Regional Strategy Viable in Afghanistan? (Washington: Carnegie 
Endowment for Peace), 2010. 
4 Christopher Maley focuses on Pakistan and India and barely mentions Central Asian states. See Maley, W. 
“Afghanistan and its Region” in The Future of Afghanistan, Thier, j ed. (Washington: United States Institute of 
Peace), 2009, http://www.usip.org/files/resources/foa.pdf, accessed: 02-04-2012. 
5 See the two small  papers by Shiza Shahid and Amalendu Misra: 
 Shahid, S. Engaging Regional Players in Afghanistan: Threats and Opportunities (Washington: Center for 
Strategic and International Studies), November 2009, 
http://csis.org/files/publication/091124_afghan_players.pdf, accessed: 15-04-2012  
Misra, A. ‘Afghanistan – the regional dimension’ in Afghanistan Now Can You see me? (London: London 
School of Economics IDEAS Strategic Updates), 2009, pp. 17-20, 
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/43622/1/Afghanistan_introduction%20(lsero).pdf, accessed: 15-04-2012. 
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treat them as a more or less cohesive unit,6 or underline their heterogeneity without clarifying 
their bilateral relationships with Afghanistan.7  
As shown throughout the article, it is not always useful to present Central Asia as one 
geopolitical unit because its states have rarely acted in a coordinated manner and there is a 
lack of willingness to cooperate. Furthermore, it makes little sense to overlook Uzbekistan’s 
relevance in GCA, particularly in Afghanistan. Currently, it is one of Kabul’s main electricity 
suppliers, a stakeholder in the only Afghan railway and the location of post-Soviet Central 
Asia’s largest army (nearly 50,000 strong). The United States (US), for example, recognised 
the strategic importance of Uzbekistan immediately during its 2001 military operations in 
Afghanistan, securing access to the Friendship Bridge and to Uzbekistan’s military base at 
Karshi-Khanabad (K-2).8 Uzbekistan is currently one of the key transport routes for NATO 
supplies into Afghanistan through the so-called Northern Distribution Network (NDN).  

 
Uzbekistan’s role is particularly relevant if one looks at Afghanistan as a state divided into 
distinct regions. This alternative perspective sheds light onto GCA’s complex mixture of 
climates, ethnicities and histories, which are crucial to extrapolate local interests. Based on 
this micro-outlook, Uzbekistan’s southern border is contiguous with the north of Afghanistan’s 
Balkh province (see map below). Furthermore, Balkh’s capital, Mazar-i Sharif, is closer to 
Termez (one of Uzbekistan’s main southern cities and the base of German ISAF forces) than 
to Kabul. In terms of the province’s own strategic importance, it is critical to Afghanistan’s 
future because it represents 60 per cent of Afghanistan’s agricultural production and 80 per 
cent of its former industrial, mineral and gas wealth.9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
6 See the for example the following papers:  
-Szlajfer, H. et al. Future Scenarios for the Conflict in Afghanistan: A Regional Perspective (Warsaw: Centre for 
International Relations), March 2010, 
http://csm.org.pl/fileadmin/files/Biblioteka_CSM/Raporty_i_analizy/2010/Reports%20and%20Analyses%20Fut
ure%20Scenarios%20for%20the%20Conflict%20i.pdf, accessed: 02-03-2012; 
 -Afghanistan’s other Neighbors: Iran, Central Asia and China Conference Report (Organized by the American 
Institute of Afghanistan Studies and the Hollings Center for International Dialogue in Istanbul, Turkey, July 
2008). 2009,  
http://www.humansecuritygateway.com/documents/AIAS_AfghanistansOthersNeighbors_Iran_CentralAsia_Chi
na.pdf, accessed: 05-05-2012 
7 Foust, J. “Post-Soviet Central Asian National Interests in Afghanistan” (New York: A Century Foundation 
Report), 2010, 
http://www.humansecuritygateway.com/documents/AIAS_AfghanistansOthersNeighbors_Iran_CentralAsia_Chi
na.pdf, accessed: 03-02-2012 
8 K-2 was operational until 2005. After Washington called for an international inquiry into the massacre in 
Andijan (a city in the Ferghana valley of Uzbeksitan, where according to the Uzbek government 187 were 
killed), President Karimov moved quickly to demand for the withdrawl of American troops. The only foreign 
troops based in Uzbekistan are Germany’s ISAF forces, currently situated in Termez. 
9 Rashid, A. Descent into Chaos: The United States and the Failure of Nation Building in Pakistan, Afghanistan 
and Central Asia (New York: Viking Group), 2008, p. 82. 
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Figure 1: Balkh Province and Uzbekistan 

 
Accessed Online: http://explow.com/balkh, 29-03-2012 
 

Shifting the level of analysis from the micro- to the macro-political level, Uzbekistan 
acknowledges that peace and stability in the whole of Afghanistan is critical for Central Asian 
stability.10 This raises questions regarding Uzbekistan’s specific objectives for the whole of 
Afghanistan. For instance, does the leadership in Tashkent genuinely want a strong united 
Afghanistan? Mikhail Kalinin, the first President of the Soviet Union, recognized the potential 
for hegemony in Uzbekistan in 1926 (Uzbek SSR at the time),11 aspirations that current 
Uzbek President Karimov is not entirely dismissive of. So could a stronger Afghanistan be 
perceived as threat by the current Uzbek establishment? 
 

Table 1: Comparing Uzbekistan and Afghanistan 
 Uzbekistan Afghanistan 
Population Size 28,394,180 30,419,928 
Neighbours and Border 
length 

Afghanistan 137 km, 
Kazakhstan 2,203 km, 
Kyrgyzstan 1,099 km, 
Tajikistan 1,161 km, 
Turkmenistan 1,621 km 

China 76 km, Iran 936 
km, Pakistan 2,430 km, 
Tajikistan 1,206 km, 
Turkmenistan 744 km, 
Uzbekistan 137 km 

Capital Tashkent Kabul 
Ethnic groups Uzbek 80%, Russian 

5.5%, Tajik 5%, Kazakh 
3%, Karakalpak 2.5%, 
Tatar 1.5%, other 2.5 

Pashtun 42%, Taj ik 27%, 
Hazara 9%, Uzbek 9%, 
Aimak 4%, Turkmen 3%, 
Baloch 2%, other 4% 

Total Land Area 447,400 km2 652,230 km2 
Border  The border of Afghanistan and Uzbekistan is based on the 

talweg of the Amu Darya, demarcated according to the 1946 
Soviet-Afghan boundary agreement. The only point 
connecting the two states is the Friendship Bridge, built by the 
Soviet Union in 1982, which links the Southern Surkhandaryo 

                                                 
10 Akmalov, S. Uzbekistan’s Role in Stability and Development of Afghanistan (Islambad: Institute of Policy 
Studies), June 2009, http://www.ips.org.pk/pakistan-and-its-neighbours/1048-uzbekistans-role-in-stability-and-
development-of-afghanistan.html, accessed: 04-05-2012. 
11 Carlisle, D. ‘Geopolitics and Ethnic Problems of Uzbekistan and its Neighbours’ in Muslim Eurasia: 
Conflicting Legacies, ed. Y. Ro’i. (London: Frank Cass & Co. Ltd), 1995. pp. 76-77 
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region of Uzbekistan to the Afghan Hairatan border crossing 
point. 

Source: CIA World Factbook. Online: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/, Accessed: 
21-05-12 
 
This article seeks to idenfity issues affecting the Afghan dimension of Uzbekistan’s foreign 
policy - both locally and at a higher macro-level - and delineate trends for the upcoming 2014 
situation. On the whole, the central claim is that if Afghanistan’s political environment is more 
certain in the future, either becoming decidedly stable or unstable, Uzbekistan will face 
pressure to change its unilateralist and self-reliant foreign policy. More specifically, a choice 
would have to be made: to either change its existing foreign policy or become isolationist. On 
the other hand, continuing uncertainty in Afghanistan would comply with GCA’s current lack 
of cooperation and so be compatible with current Uzbek foreign policy.  

 
Part One outlines Uzbekistan’s self-reliant and prestige-oriented foreign policy and examines 
the extent to which Afghanistan reinforces Tashkent’s unilateralism and scepticism toward 
cooperation. Part Two argues that the current situation in GCA derives from the zero-sum 
mentalities of its leaders and the relative uncertainty in Afghanistan, which in turn leads to a 
disregard for multilateralism and a rise in bilateralism. It also outlines the principal goals of 
the Uzbek leadership with regards to Afghanistan, i.e. preserving stability (especially in the 
north), securing the border, building new transport routes and exporting electricity. Part 
Three builds this discussion and assesses the likelihood of a change in Uzbekistan’s foreign 
policy. Uzbekistan’s response is simulated by subjecting the country to two different 
scenarios, both of which then result in an equal dilemma: whether to maintain the status quo 
at the risk of becoming more secluded or to open up which would then change the overall 
basis of Uzbekistan’s historical foreign policy.  

 
I. UZBEKISTAN’S SELF-RELIANT FOREIGN POLICY ORIENTA TION  
 
Uzbekistan’s foreign policy puzzle and the role of its presidency 
 
During its twenty years of independence Uzbekistan has developed a relatively cohesive, 
albeit controversial, foreign policy. It is cohesive in the sense that its principles and ideas are 
interlinked and substantiated by a specific worldview, but polemic because its overall 
manifestation of self-reliance goes against the contemporaneous premise of an open and 
interdependent international order. Scholarship tends to focus on Uzbekistan’s shifting 
alignments between the United States and Russia, which in turn reinforces the perception 
that its foreign policy is difficult to depict.12 Indeed, it is not easy to predict the official stance 
of the Uzbek authorities on specific issues, since these are usually shrouded in secrecy and 
depend on certain short-term goals.  
 
In spite of Uzbekistan’s alternating alignments, it is possible to draw a reasoned picture of its 
general position on world affairs. This can be done by focusing on the speeches and writings 
of President Karimov who, according to Leila Kazemi, has absolute power on foreign policy 
issues.13 In fact, the power of the Uzbek Presidency might sometimes be exaggerated. 
Recent scholarship has downplayed the complete centralisation of power in Uzbekistan and 

                                                 
12 For example, Neil Melvin’s 2000 book assesses Uzbekistan’s first nine years of independence. He argues that 
“external ties have been characterised by frequent reorientations reflecting the contradictory interests that have 
informed Uzbekistani foreign policy.” Almost ten years later, Spechler and Spechler would both agree with 
Melvin’s assessment, when they mention that “Uzbekistan has switched its primary foreign policy orientation 
several times since 1991 though always reserving its freedom of manoeuvre.” See Melvin, N. Uzbekistan: 
Transition to Authoritarianism on the Silk Road. (Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Publishers), 2000, p. 90; 
Spechler, M. & Spechler, D. ‘Uzbekistan Among the Great Powers’ Communist and Post Communist Studies, 
42, 2009. p. 363. 
13 Kazemi, L. ‘Domestic Sources of Uzbekistan’s Foreign Policy.’Journal of International Affairs. 56:2, 2003, p. 
207. 
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demonstrated the importance of regional dynamics and interconnected networks.14 This, 
however, does not mean that most decisions taken by the authorities on foreign policy 
cannot be reduced to Mr. Karimov’s statements. Given the closed nature of Uzbek politics it 
is difficult to know the explicit origin of certain decisions, but these tend to have either been 
professed ex ante or then defended ex post by President Karimov.15 
 
Uzbekistan’s foreign policy rationale 
 
A good starting point for understanding Uzbekistan’s general foreign policy is to look at its 
course of action in the early 1990s. Interestingly, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan were the only 
two post-Soviet Central Asian states to join the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), a group of 
states that sought to distance themselves from the superpower blocs. It is important to bear 
in mind that endorsing NAM does not mean that Uzbekistan sought to isolate itself. In fact, as 
will be shown below, the aspirations of President Karimov require Uzbekistan to foment 
fruitful relations with international partners. For instance, after relations deteriorated with the 
United States in 2005, President Karimov sought to reinforce his connections with China and 
Russia instead of isolating his country. Furthermore, a quick visit to Uzbekistan’s Ministry of 
Foreign Economic Relations’ website reveals the extent to which Tashkent values the 
establishment of viable transportation routes with surrounding regions.16 The relations 
Uzbekistan builds in the international arena are very much tied to the overall legitimacy of the 
regime, the grand status it hopes to achieve and its ability to secure export corridors. 
Accordingly, the grand ambitions of President Karimov were made evident during 
Uzbekistan’s first anniversary of independence in September 1992, when Karimov’s 
celebratory speech noted that “one year of independence is only the beginning of a great 
path” and that “Uzbekistan is a great country.”17 Optimism regarding Uzbekistan’s future was 
therefore prevalent after the end of 1991.18 Donald S. Carlisle argued that Uzbek elites 
intended to make their country a sort of ‘Greater Bukharan Emirate’ or, in other words, to 
take on the ambitions of that pre-Soviet kingdom.19  
 
These notions of grandeur, however, have thus far not been translated into any kind of 
expansionism.20 Uzbek authorities adopted the country’s second military doctrine in 2000, 
which was primarily defensive and focused on mitigating regional threats.21 Nevertheless, the 
emphasis given to the country’s grand status explains the leadership’s fixation with 
international equality, a notion discussed in article 3 of Uzbekistan’s 1996 foreign policy law: 
“the Republic of Uzbekistan builds mutually advantageous relations with all states on equal 
terms, relations which rule out any possibility of interference in its internal affairs or of 

                                                 
14 See for example: Ilkhamov, A. ‘Neopatrimonialism, interest groups and patronage networks: the impasses of 
the governance system in Uzbekistan.’ Central Asia Survey, 25: 1, 2007, pp. 65-84.  
15 According to an anonymous and confidential source interviewed between 2010 and 2012, debate may 
sometimes occur between certain elites, but these occur in a closed manner and most try never to either 
contradict a previous statement made by the President, or contradict what they feel might be his position in a 
certain matter.  
16 To find some of the transport corridors which Uzbekistan depends on for the export and import of goods see 
‘Mezhdunarodnie trnsportnie koridori’, 
http://www.mfer.uz/rus/transport_i_logistika/mejdunarodnie_transportnie_koridori/, accessed: 16-05-2012 
17 ‘Karimov addresses the republic on Independence Day’ BBC Summary or World Broadcasts, September 3rd 
1992. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
18 According to anonymous and confidential interviews made between 2010 and 2012, different sources agree 
that the general mood of the country was one of wishing to project Uzbekistan’s greatness and that it eventually 
reach prominent status in world affairs. 
19 Carlisle, D. ‘Islam Karimov: Back to the Future?’ Patterns in Post-Soviet Leadership, ed. T. J. Colton & R. C. 
Tucker. (Oxford: Westview Press) 1995, p. 194. 
20 Uzbek military forces were important in the beginning of the Tajik civil war. Uzbek air forces also raided IMU 
insurgents in 2000. Although not all the borders with Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan are fully demarcated, and are 
thus a widely contested issue, Uzbekistan has not consistently intervened in either country, even during the 2010 
massacre of Uzbeks in the south of Kyrgyzstan.  
21 Marat, E. The Military and the State in Central Asia  (New York: Routledge), 2010, p. 79. 
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limitations on its independence and sovereignty…”22 The other articles of the law point 
toward the possibility of Uzbekistan removing itself from any alliance or organisation that 
become detrimental to its own interests, furthermore underlining the importance of avoiding 
any sort of military pact.  
 
The emphasis on economic development and stability is a theme that is consistently 
repeated in most of President Karimov’s books and public speeches. As Annette Bohr 
summarises, “in Uzbekistan there is the Uzbek Model.”23 The paradigm and its emphasis on 
stability was called “economic self-reliance” by Gregory Gleason.24 Minimal differences aside, 
the model is none other than the practice of self-sufficiency and mercantilism, i.e. the 
application of high tariffs to protect domestic production and the subsidisation of exports to 
obtain foreign currency. As for its consequences in foreign policy, the model has a twofold 
impact: on the one hand, it symbolises President Karimov’s technical credibility (he was an 
economist and former Gosplan official in the Soviet Union), thus being a central tenet of the 
leadership’s legitimacy; on the other hand, it has unavoidable consequences in Central 
Asia’s economic integration (or lack thereof), as it downplays multilateralism and aims at 
zero-sum trade. Integration is therefore forsaken at the expense of Uzbekistan’s regional 
economic supremacy. 
 
In sum, the course of action advocated by Uzbekistan’s President focuses on relying on its 
own resources and capabilities to develop the economy, ensure stability, obtain international 
prestige and achieve regional leadership. These concerns then result in a number of policy 
consequences: the leadership believes in zero-sum relations; it tends to prefer bilateralism 
over multilateralism in order to preserve its international equality; the authorities are attentive 
to any sort of event which might degrade their own image; and they perceive their country to 
be a leader in Central Asia, regarding their neighbours as rivals rather than partners.  
 
The Impact of Afghanistan on Uzbek politics: reinfo rcing independence 
 
Instability in Afghanistan had immediate repercussions for the whole of the Central Asian 
region and a significant impact on Uzbek politics. Whilst many of its leadership’s foreign 
policy goals are not necessarily a response to Afghanistan, violence and political instability 
reinforced Tashkent’s desire to become less dependent on others.  
 
President Karimov was quite clear on how the situation in Afghanistan was detrimental to 
Central Asian prospects: “whilst war continues there, whilst Afghanistan remains a centre of 
international terrorism and spreads this and while it remains a centre for growing drugs, 
religious extremism and obscurantism, the people in Central Asia can never be confident 
about their security, peace and prosperity.”25 Indeed, Tashkent’s alarm over its southern 
neighbour was made explicit early on, when in 1992 it accused President Rabanni’s fragile 
government of proselytising in the region. It is interesting to note that it was Hamid Karzai, at 
that time deputy Foreign Minister of Afghanistan, who responded to those accusations, 
stating that the Afghan government did not intervene in its neighbours’ affairs.26 
 
As already mentioned, President Karimov’s political agenda was based on establishing 
economic stability,27 which was threatened when violence escalated on Uzbekistan’s 

                                                 
22 For access to Uzbekistan’s legislation, visit http://www.lex.uz/ (Italics by author). 
23 Bohr, A. Uzbekistan Politics and Foreign Policy (London: The Royal Institute of International Affairs) 1998, 
p. 20.  
24 Gleason, G. Markets and Politics in Central Asia (London: Routledge) 2003, p. 199. 
25 See ‘Avoiding losses in clashes "main objective", Uzbek president says -full version’, BBC Summary of World 
Broadcasts, August 30th 2000. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
26 ‘Kabul denies exporting Islamic revolution to central Asia’, Agence Presse France, May 20th 1992. Available 
via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
27 Karimov stipulated in his 1993 book dedicated to economic reform (Uzbekistan—‘sobstvennaya model’ 
perekhoda na rynochnyye otnosheniya, pp. 37-38) five principles: (1) economics has priority over politics; (2) 
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southern border. As a natural response to the Tajik and Afghan wars, the regime’s official 
rhetoric began focusing more on regional security, namely political Islam, terrorism and drug 
trafficking. As such, President Karimov, along with the Russian authorities, foreshadowed the 
type of discourse on terrorism that became prevalent after September 11th 2001. This was 
noticeable in the way Karimov presented terrorism as a global threat: “terrorism does not 
exist in one single state; terrorism is an international evil, manifesting itself on the 
international stage. It is most dangerous and poses the greatest threat… Where are they 
[terrorists]? There are many of them - Bin Laden and many others.”28 Moreover, Karimov, like 
his Russian counterpart, portrayed the situation in Afghanistan to be a result of Wahabbi 
interpretations of Islam,29 and connected the insecurity in Central Asia to the war in 
Chechnya.30  
 
The shift in rhetoric reflected Uzbekistan’s increasing disregard for regional cooperation. 
Accordingly, the need for greater independence became a prominent tendency as soon as 
the Uzbek authorities put greater effort into developing the country’s official political doctrine: 
independence (mustaqillik). This, along with so-called spirituality (ma’naviyat), was regarded 
as the ideal way to oppose political Islam and fill the ideological void created by the 
disappearance of communism.31  
 
Overall, the war in Afghanistan had a significant impact on Uzbekistan’s political rhetoric and 
decision-making by reinforcing the self-reliant mindset of its leadership. Additionally, a 
discourse based on threats allowed President Karimov to consolidate his control over the 
country’s politics. Nevertheless, it is impossible to predict whether Karimov would have acted 
differently if the war in Afghanistan had not escalated. Furthermore, it is important to note 
that the regime’s increased concern with security reflected the genuine fear of many Uzbek 
citizens. 

 
II. UZBEKISTAN’S ROLE IN AFGHANISTAN AFTER 2001  
 
Uzbekistan and the current situation in GCA 
    
A consequence of the increased focus on independence was the growing disregard for 
regional cooperation. Currently, Central Asia may be described as a region where 
unilateralism, lack of coordination and zero-sum mindsets prevail. Table 2 below exemplifies 
the overall deficit in commerce in the whole of Greater Central Asia. Uzbekistan trades little 
with members of the Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO) - former Soviet Central 
Asian states, Iran, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Turkey - even though its border is contiguous 
with all the Central Asian states. The majority of Uzbekistan’s trade is directed outside the 
region, to Russia, China, Germany and South Korea. No event was as detrimental to future 
Central Asian integration as Uzbekistan’s decision to unilaterally mine its borders with 
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan in late 1999,32 a decision that was instigated by the first incursions 
of the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) into the region. Uzbekistan’s political quarrels 

                                                                                                                                                         
the state is the main reformer; (3) all reform must occur under the rule of law; (4) the state underlines the 
importance of strong social protection; (5) the transformation to a market economy must be thought out and 
gradual. 
28 ‘Karimov rubbishes draft law's definition of terrorism’, BBC Summary of World Broadcasts, December 19th 
2000. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
29 “Uzbek President reiterates concern over spread of ‘Wahhabism’,  ITAR-TASS, May 6th 1998. Available via 
https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
30 ‘President Karimov says 30 suspects arrested following Tashkent bombings’, BBC Summary of World 
Broadcasts, February 23rd 1999. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
31 In 1996 teaching the new ‘enlightened’ political doctrine of independence was made compulsory and by 1999 
the Uzbek Spirituality Body was created. See for example ‘Local leaders to undergo ideology test’, BBC 
Summary of World Broadcasts, September 13th 1996. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
32 ‘Central Asia: Border Disputes and Conflict Potential’, International Crisis Group, April 4th 2002, p. 3 
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with its neighbours,33as well as its own slogan that independence implies securing borders, 
has led to unilateralism. Subsequently, it is of no surprise that initiatives like the Central Asia 
Economic Community could hardly push for greater integration.34  
 

Table 2: Uzbekistan and ECO  
Year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Uzbekistan’s total trade in the ECO 
space (% of total trade) 

28.7 33.0 2.1 8.8 10.3 

Source: ECO Secretariat, Online: http://www.ecosecretariat.org/ 
 
Hence, regional trade reflects the lack of political will of regional elites to cooperate, settle 
border disputes and seek compromise on difficult issues, such as water (see sections 
below). Furthermore, the fact that Uzbekistan remains more or less closed hinders cross-
border trade, increasing poverty and effectively constraining small businesses.35 However, 
the current situation is not entirely of Uzbekistan’s making. Afghanistan, the Tajik civil war 
and distrust between regional elites have also contributed to a lack of integration. For 
instance, competition between elites and Uzbek disregard for some states explain why 
Uzbekistan Airlines (the only airline operated by Uzbekistan) does not fly to either Tajikistan 
or Afghanistan.  

 
The picture is not entirely negative. An initial glance at Uzbekistan’s interest in Afghanistan 
warrants a degree of optimism and Table 3 below reveals a positive trend in Uzbek-Afghan 
commercial relations. From 2002 to 2009, bilateral commerce increased almost ninefold. 
Consequently, in 2009, total trade between both countries amounted to US$877 million, 
which is nearly a quarter of Afghanistan’s total transactions with the outside world. According 
to Afghanistan’s Central Asian Statistics Organisation,36 Afghanistan’s main trade deficit is 
with Uzbekistan. Additionally, it is important to mention that almost all the trade between the 
two countries passes through the Hairatan border crossing point and the goods transacted 
consist mainly of fuel, glass, iron, along with vehicles, machines and industrial equipment.37 

 
Table 3: Uzbek-Afghan Trade 2002-2009  

 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Uzbek-Afghan trade (Millions $) 92 30 100 205 116 169 503 877 

Uzbek share in Afghanistan’s total trade  (%) 4 1 4 7 4 5 14 23 

Afghan share Uzbekistan’s total trade  (%) 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 2 

 Source: ECO secretariat 
 
In spite of this positive trend, it is still hard to be entirely optimistic about the future of Uzbek-
Afghan commercial relations. The direction of trade is heavily balanced in favour of 
Uzbekistan: Afghanistan exports very little to Uzbekistan and, in 2009, accounted for only 2 
per cent of Uzbekistan’s trade. Tashkent’s belief in import substitution and zero-sum trade 
has had a large impact on cross-border trade. In May 2004, Afghan Finance Minister Ashraf 
Ghani explained that the low level of integration in the region is a result of restrictive trade 

                                                 
33 Megoran, N. ‘The Critical geopolitics  of the Uzbekistan-Kyrgyzstan Ferghana Valley boundary dispute, 
1999-2000’, Political Geography, Vol. 23, 2004, pp.731-764. 
34 The organisation’s name changed in 2001 to Central Asian Cooperation Organization (CACO) when 
Tajikistan entered.  
35 See  Cross-border Trade within the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation  in World Bank, August 
20th 2007, http://www.carecprogram.org/uploads/docs/Cross-Border-Trade-CAREC.pdf. 
36 ‘Afghanistan’s External Trade Statistical Year Book’ online: http://cso.gov.af/Content/files/12-6.pdf, 
accessed: 16-05-2012 
37 ‘Trade and Regional Cooperation between Afghanistan and its Neighbours’ World Bank Report, No. 26769, p. 
21, http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTSARREGTOPINTECOTRA/1385530-
1139318607199/20810980/TradeAndRegionalCooperation.pdf, accessed: 10-05-2012. 
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policies, rather than instability.38 To a degree, Mr. Ghani’s assertions are correct. According 
to William Byrd’s World Bank study on regional cooperation in Central Asia, Uzbekistan’s 
average trade tariff in 2006 was 16.5 per cent - the highest of all five post-Soviet Central 
Asian countries.39 Moreover, a recent report by the Asian Development Bank reveals a 
variety of legal restrictions on consumer goods, visas and customs regulations that hinder 
commerce in the Hairatan Border Post, especially for Afghan nationals wishing to export to 
Uzbekistan.40 
 
Another problem to is the difficulty of cross-checking the values mentioned in Table 3, since 
Afghanistan and Uzbekistan do not submit data to the UN COMTRADE database.41 This 
means it is hard to make a comparative analysis of Uzbekistan’s impact. For instance, 
databases supplied by the IMF and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) do not include the 
volumes of bilateral trade between Uzbekistan and Afghanistan. Moreover, the numbers 
indicated above hardly match the levels of trade indicated in the ADB’s Key Indicators 
Brochure.42 
 
Overall the macro-picture is not entirely optimistic despite the overall increase in trade 
between the two countries. Numerous restrictions to the movement of people, goods and 
ideas exist between Uzbekistan and Afghanistan as well as with other Central Asian states. 
Notwithstanding these difficulties, bilateral relations between the two countries have grown in 
importance. Consequently, the following two sections aim to show how current relations in 
the region should be studied under a bilateral focus, which is crucial to delineating possible 
trajectories for Uzbekistan’s future in GCA. 
 
Bilateral relations instead of multilateralism 
 

Table 4: Relevant Regional Agreements for Uzbekista n and Afghanistan  
 Uzbekistan Afghanistan 
Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC) X X 
Transport Corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia (TRACECA ) X  
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) X  
Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO) X  
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) X O 
Eurasian Economic Community (EurASEC) S  
Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO) X X 
Special Programme for the Economies of Central Asia (SPECA) X X 
Central Asian Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) X X 
Central Asian Regional Information and Coordination Centre (CARICC) X  
Central and South Asia Transport and Trade Forum (CSATTF) X X 
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC)  X 

X=Member 
S=Suspended 
O=Observer 

 

                                                 
38 Toktogulov, K., ‘AP Interview: Afghan finance minister security shouldn't be obstacle for trade with Central 
Asia’ Associated Press, May 11th 2004, Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
39 Byrd, W et al. Economic Cooperation in the Wider Central Asia Region (World Bank Working Paper No. 75), 
2006, p. 38. 
40 ‘Afghanistan’s Trade with CAREC neighbors: Evidence from Surveys of Border Crossing Points in Hairatan 
and Sher Khan Bandar’, report prepared for CAREC and the ADB, p. 2, 
http://www.carecprogram.org/uploads/events/2008/9th-TPCC/AFG-Trade-Study-paper.pdf, accessed: 11-05-
2012. 
41 ‘Trade and RegionalCooperation…’,  Ibid., p.1. 
42 See ‘Afghanistan: Key indicators’, Asian Development Bank, 
http://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/KI/2011/pdf/AFG.pdf, accessed: 16-05-2012. 
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Table 4 above summarises some of the main regional agreements to which Uzbekistan and 
Afghanistan are parties.43 However, membership does not reflect actual involvement. For 
instance, President Karimov’s disappointment with ECO led him to stop attending its 
summits. Uzbekistan also suspended its membership in EurASEC in 2008.  
 
Moreover, Uzbekistan’s participation in key Afghan summits has not been consistent. The 
December 2011 Bonn conference was attended by Uzbek officials, although, as Joshua 
Kucera noted, they did not participate in the Istanbul conference organised a month earlier.44 
Nonetheless, Uzbekistan has been an attendee at the Regional Economic Cooperation 
Conference on Afghanistan (RECCA), the first of which was organised in Kabul in 2005. Its 
fifth summit was organised in Dushanbe in March 2012, but these initiatives could be 
considered failures in the sense that they promote talk but little action.45 
 
It is important to mention that some regional economic initiatives have managed to be 
productive, such as CAREC and SPECA, which have allowed Uzbekistan to withdraw 
significant funds for investment. As will be shown below, loans provided by the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) and Japan through the CAREC framework contributed to road and 
rail development in Afghanistan’s north. The higher success rate of these initiatives lies in 
their depoliticised nature and the fact that Tashkent has been able to maintain a constructive 
relationship with the ADB. 
 
Given the general disregard for multilateralism, bilateralism is the best way to understand the 
scope of Uzbekistan’s aims in Afghanistan. From a merely diplomatic point of view, Tashkent 
has sought to maintain cordial relations with Kabul. For that reason, Uzbek leadership was 
quick to recognise the Transitional Administration of Afghanistan headed by Hamid Karzai, 
and to reopen the consulate in Mazar-i Sharif in January 2002, followed by the re-opening of 
the embassy. Furthermore, in the spring of that year, Hamid Karzai visited Tashkent and met 
with President Karimov who promised to deliver vehicles and US$350,000 of aid.46 
Afterwards, the good intentions were formalised under the “Kabul Declaration on Good-
Neighbourly Relations” signed in December. Nevertheless, the encounters between the two 
leaders are insufficient to scrutinise Uzbekistan’s priorities in the region, as they have rarely 
met. It is preferable to look into a number of specific issue-areas. 
 
Bilateral issue areas in Uzbek-Afghan Relations 
 

                                                 
43 Tashkent played a minor role in promoting Afghan recognition within those frameworks. For example, 
President Karimov invited Hamid Karzai in December 2002 to attend a Central Asian Cooperation Organization 
(CACO) summit (before it was absorbed by EurASEC), and, in June 2004, called upon his Afghan counterpart to 
attend a Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) conference in Tashkent. See ‘Central Asian Cooperation 
Organization calls Afghanistan on board’, BBC Summary of World Broadcasts, June 27th 2002 and ‘Uzbekistan: 
Afghan leader calls for closer ties with Central Asian states’, BBC Summary of World Broadcasts, June 17th 
2004. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
44 Kucera suggests that one of the reasons for non-attendance may be the general international disregard given to 
Uzbekistan’s appeals for renewed 6+3 summits. Another reason could lie in the fact that relations between 
Turkey and Uzbekistan have recently not been positive. Yet, relations with the host country are not enough to 
determine the cause. For example, when relations deteriorated with the United Kingdom in 2006, this did not 
prevent Uzbek officials from attending the London International Conference on Afghanistan and signing the 
Afghan compact. A further explanation could be due to the fact that the Uzbek authorities simply see the 
multiplication of conferences as futile. This may corroborate why Uzbekistan declined to participate in the 2009 
Hague conference. Given that the latter was preceded by a meeting in Moscow, Uzbekistan decided to attend the 
Russian convention and decline the Dutch programme. For Kucera’s viewpoint see ‘Uzbekistan abstaining from 
US Afghanistan Post-2014 Strategy?’, Eurasianet.org, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/64437, accessed: 03-12-
2011. 
45 Kuchins, A. ‘A Truly Economic Strategy for Afghanistan’, The Washington Quarterly, Spring 2011, p. 81. 
46 The meeting seems to have ended on a positive note, with future President Hamid Karzai thanking his Uzbek 
counterpart for suggesting the 6+2 summits in the late 1990s. See ‘Afghanistan’s ínterim leader arrives for 
Uzbekistan visit’, Ria Novosti, March 2nd 2002. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
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Ensuring political stability in the north 
 
Stability in northern Afghanistan is a key interest for Uzbekistan. Indeed, in the early 1990s, 
Uzbekistan was one of the strongest supporters of Junbesh-i Milli-yi Islami (National Islamic 
Movement), an organisation created on June 1st 1992 by General Rashid Dostum, an ethnic 
Uzbek, from the city of Jowzjan, in the north of Afghanistan. Junbesh consisted of General 
Dostum’s own militia, former jihadis and previous supporters of Mohammad Najibullah.47 In 
1992 General Dostum personally commanded a force of 40,000 men, which grew a year 
later to about 120,000.48 As such, he was able to control most of the north of Afghanistan 
until 1998 and obtain support from President Karimov, who had initially hoped to secure a 
buffer zone on Uzbekistan’s southern border. 
 
Currently, the goal of preserving a stable political environment on Uzbekistan’s southern 
border is only possible through a working relationship with the region’s powerbrokers. 
Therefore, Tashkent has to sustain relationships with two of the most influential figures in 
northern Afghanistan, namely Atta Mohammed (an ethnic Tajik and governor of Balkh 
province since 2004) and General Rashid Dostum. Both fought for control of northern 
Afghanistan between 2002 and 2003,49 until they forged an agreement in the summer of 
2004: Mazar-i Sharif and much of Balkh were conceded to Atta Mohammed, but he in turn 
had to abandon his challenge to Dostum’s supremacy in the northwest.50 
 
Governor Atta is a native of Balkh province and a former military commander under Ahmed 
Shah Massoud.  His ability to ensure security in the region and attract some investment has 
contributed to the perception that he is one of Afghanistan’s more capable governors.51 
Uzbekistan favours stability and some events suggest that Atta Mohammed’s relationship 
with Tashkent has been cooperative. For example, before becoming governor, he sent eight 
individuals to Uzbekistan accused of being part of the IMU.52 Moreover, Governor Atta has 
attended local ceremonies celebrating Uzbekistan’s independence,53 and more recently went 
to Uzbekistan to undergo medical examinations.54  
It is certainly in Uzbekistan’s interest to maintain positive relations with the ethnic Uzbek 
general. Even though Dostum’s power in the north waned as Junbesh ceased to be a united 
front,55 he is still viewed as an influential figure in the Afghan-Uzbek community. Scott Smith 
suggests that General Dostum ran in the 2004 Afghan presidential election in order to gain 
political clout for Afghanistan’s northern regions.56 Moreover, in spite of the strong divisions 
within Junbesh, General Dostum has been able to demonstrate his power against political 
rivals.57 This explains why President Karzai needed his support for re-election in 2009 and 

                                                 
47 Giustozzi, A. Empires of Mud: Wars and Warlords in Afghanistan (New York: Columbia University Press) 
2009, pp. 150-151. 
48 Rubin, B. The Fragmentation of Afghanistan: State Formation and Collapse in the International System. (New 
Haven: Yale University Press) 2002, pp. 275-276. 
49 Giustozzi, A. Ibid., pp. 150-151. 
50 Ibid., p. 56. 
51 Mkuhopadhyay, D.  Warlords as Bureaucrats: The Afghan Experience (Washington: Carnegie Endowment for 
Peace) August 2009, p. 12, http://carnegieendowment.org/files/warlords_as_bureaucrats.pdf, accessed: 05-03-
2012. 
52 Shah, A. ‘Afghan Warlord Frees 512 Prisoners’, Associated Press Online, May 23rd 2002. Available via 
https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
53 ‘Northern Afghan governor attends Uzbek independence ceremony in Mazar’, BBC Summary of World 
Broadcasts, September 3rd 2004. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
54 ‘Balkh Province governor back home from Uzbekistan’, BBC Monitoring South Asia, November 21st 2009. 
Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
55 Giustozzi, A. Ibid, pp. 137-38. 
56 Smith, S. Afghanistan’s Troubled Transition: Politics, Peacekeeping, and the 2004 Presidential Election. 
(Boulder: FirstForumPress) 2011, pp. 180-181. 
57 Glynn Williams, B. ‘Dostum: Afghanistan’s Embattled Warlord’, Jamestown Foundation,  
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asked him to return to Afghanistan.58 Given the general’s political relevance, it is of no 
surprise that Uzbek officials allowed him to visit Tashkent in 2007 to sell his apartment and 
raise money for Junbesh’s third political congress.59  
 
Afghan politicians like to hint at Uzbekistan’s influence over Dostum. For example, Abdul 
Malik accused Uzbekistan of arming Dostum’s militias in 2005.60 Verifying the validity of 
those allegations is necessary, but, as shown above, Tashkent does not seem to privilege 
Dostum over Atta Mohammed, regardless of their rivalry. Therefore, the facts that Uzbekistan 
cooperated with Dostum in the 1990s and that he is ethnically Uzbek should be read with 
caution, especially because President Karimov seeks to foster relationships that are based 
on interests rather than affinity. For instance, according to Antonio Giustozzi,61  the only kind 
of support Uzbekistan gave to Dostum after 1998 was authorisation for his NA-32 transport 
plane to remain in Termez and to allow some of his followers to enter Uzbekistan. Much to 
Russia’s disappointment, Uzbekistan stopped providing logistical support to Dostum in the 
late 1990s. Consequently, as Thomas Barfield observed: “conflicts that appeared ethnic on 
the surface were, in reality, fights over control of political, economic, and military 
resources. This fact explains the often bewildering shifts in alliances among different militia 
groups during the civil war and the striking lack of unity within any single ethnic group.”62 All 
in all, it appears that preserving relations with local powerbrokers is in Tashkent’s interests, 
as is supporting some of their political aspirations in order to sustain Northern Afghanistan’s 
influence. 

 
Narcotics and border security 
 
Uzbekistan has sought to control its border with Afghanistan in order to prevent cross-border 
infiltration. In the past, Tashkent’s overwhelming concern with borders was manifest in its 
reluctance to open the Friendship Bridge. Only after considerable American pressure did the 
Uzbek authorities permit the opening of the only crossing point between Afghanistan and 
Uzbekistan in late 2001.63  

Currently, one of the causes for Tashkent’s concern over border movements stems 
from the increased flow of Afghan opiates. All Central Asian states are parties to the Paris 
Pact of May 2003 and its Rainbow Strategy. The latter plan’s Yellow Paper seeks to reinforce 
Central Asian law enforcement and is supervised by the United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime (UNDOC). Tashkent has been the UNDOC’s Central Asian headquarters since 1993, 
which gives Uzbekistan an important role in the fight against narcotics. Moreover, Uzbekistan 
is a member of the Central Asian Regional Information Coordination Centre (CARICC) based 
in Almaty.64 

 
Despite positive results in apprehending smugglers and preventing infiltration, Uzbekistan’s 
strict control over its borders does not always run smoothly. The most pressing concern, 
according to local Afghan press, derives from Uzbek ships patrolling the Afghan side of the 

                                                                                                                                                         
April 17th 2008, 
http://www.jamestown.org/programs/gta/single/?tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=4861&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D
=167&no_cache=1, accessed: 07-05-2012. 
58 Glynn Williams, B. ‘The Return of the kingmaker’, Foreign Policy, 2009, 
http://afpak.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2009/08/17/the_return_of_the_kingmaker, accessed: 07-05-2012. 
59 Giustozzi, A. ibid, pp. 138. 
60 ‘Northern Afghan warlords trade accusations over recent clashes’, BBC Monitoring South Asia, May 22nd 
2005. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
61 Giustozzi, A. Ibid, pp. 136-137. 
62 Barfied, T. ‘Afghanistan’s Ethnic Puzzle’, Foreign Affairs, 90:3, September/October 2011.  
63 ‘Central Asia: Border Disputes and Conflict Potential’, International Crisis Group, April 4th 2002, p. 21 
64 See ‘Rainbow Strategy Brochure’, UNDOC, http://www.unodc.org/documents/regional/central-
asia/Rainbow%20Strategy%20Folder_vers.2_WEB.pdf, accessed: 10-05-2012. 
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river, which in turn leads to the flooding of Afghan houses and the destruction of riverbanks.65 
Another boundary-related problem arose in February 2004, when Uzbek forces moved some 
of their checkpoints closer to the Afghan side. In response, Governor Atta Mohammed had to 
request that Tashkent keep its security personnel away from Afghanistan’s border.66 Overall, 
these practices negatively affect Uzbekistan’s image in northern Afghanistan. Still, it is 
interesting to note that when these problems arise, regional officials are the ones who usually 
solicit Uzbekistan’s cooperation, not the central authorities in Kabul. This shows that the 
Afghan central government is not fully capable of dealing with border issues, along with the 
growing influence of Uzbekistan in Afghanistan’s Balkh province. 
 
In addition to border security, problems related to border delimitation have arisen. The 
Soviet-Afghan boundary treaty dates from 1946, which specified the Amu Darya’s talweg as 
the border between the two countries.67 However, the treaty also envisioned a bilateral 
commission to resolve the frontier of small islands located along the river.68 In 2007, a 
commander of the Afghan border police alleged that some border areas with Turkmenistan 
and Uzbekistan would have to be demarcated, claiming that climate change had resulted in 
new islands sprouting along the Amu Darya River. 69 Interestingly, a change in the course of 
the river in 1926 spawned the small island of Urta Toghai, which at the time was returned to 
Afghanistan by the Soviet Union.70 Despite some of these appeals by lower level officials, 
they have not led to any kind of strong visible political contestation. Nonetheless, it has led to 
controversial arrests of Afghan nationals who, according to local news reports, unknowingly 
crossed the Uzbek-Afghan border.71 Over time, these issues could become heavily 
politicised in regional politics. 
 
Transport: the new railway and other corridors 
 
Frederick Starr has pointed out that the revival of trade and transport is essential for the 
future of Greater Central Asia.72 Andrew Kuchins went so far as to argue that the only 
solution for Afghanistan lies in it becoming a transport hub.73 However, he ignores the fact 
that Uzbekistan is also intent on becoming a pivotal commercial centre. Hence, if the 
situation in Afghanistan were to stabilise, these two countries may compete to become 
Central Asia’s predominant transport hubs (see Chapter III).  
 
Trade and transportation are two interlinked concepts, but are especially important in the 
land-locked Central Asian context. Whilst one can hardly exist without the other, the fact that 
Afghanistan did not have a railway until quite recently makes it hard to be optimistic about 
trade. Therefore, the most promising prospect for Uzbek-Afghan commerce was the opening 
of the first Afghan railway in February 2012, linking the customs port of Hairatan to Mazar-i 

                                                 
65 News reports of these incidents have been frequent since 2004, leading to some meetings between the Balkh 
governor and Uzbekistan’s consul. See for example ‘Afghan governor calls for official solution to Uzbek 
navigation at border river’, BBC Summary of World Broadcasts, March 8th 2005, and ‘Afghan official accuses 
Uzbeks of "invading" across Amu River’, BBC Monitoring South Asia, June 4th 2006. Available via 
https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
66 ‘Northern Afghan governor calls on Uzbeks to pull back border checkpoints’, BBC Summary of World 
Broadcasts, February 20th 2005. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
67 Saikal, A. Modern Afghanistan: A History of Struggle and Survival. (London: I.B. Tauris) 2004, p. 29. 
68 See ‘Afghan-USSR Boundary’, International Boundary Study: Office of the Geographer Bureau of 
Intelligence and Research, No. 26, September 15, 1983. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
69 ‘Police commander in Afghan north discusses border problems’, BBC Monitoring South Asia, June 7th 2007. 
Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
70  Saikal, A. Ibid, p. 70. 
71 ‘Uzbek government releases 30 Afghan prisoners’, BBC Monitoring South Asia, February 21st 2008. 
72 Starr, F. Ibid, p. 6 
73 Kuchins, A. Ibid, p. 79. 
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Sharif.74 In retrospect, it is astonishing that it took almost one hundred years to link 
Afghanistan with the Soviet rail system.  
 
One of the motivations for the railway scheme was that almost all goods crossing from 
Uzbekistan to Afghanistan need to pass through the Hairatan border crossing point, which 
became operational in late 2003.75 As well as Sher Khan Bandar (opened in Tajikistan in 
2007), Hairatan is one of the most efficient means of transporting goods from Afghanistan’s 
northern neighbours. In fact, the Freedom Bridge, which connects Uzbekistan to Hairatan, is 
able to handle large volumes and is built according to seismic standards.76 Furthermore, the 
Hairatan border point was renovated in 2010,77 and both Afghan and Uzbek officials seem 
optimistic about the increasing amount of goods moving across that border point. In 2009, for 
example, the head of the city port of Hairatan reported that customs revenue had increased 
considerably and that nearly three hundred fuel wagons now arrived from Uzbekistan on a 
daily basis.78 Nonetheless, as volumes increased, freights arriving to Hairatan had to be 
unloaded into trucks, taking time and increasing transportation costs, which made a new rail 
line a necessity.   
 
Commitment to the new railway was expressed in November 2008, when the ADB, 
Afghanistan and Uzbekistan signed a Memorandum of Understanding for a feasibility study.79 
After the preliminary project was concluded in late 2009, the ADB stipulated that it would 
provide US$165 million to develop a 75km railroad from Mazar-i Sharif to Hairatan. 
Uzbekistan also obtained a great stake in the railroad’s operations in August 2011 when 
Temir Yo’llari (the country’s railway company) was designated as the main operator. 80 
 
The development of the rail network might have a considerable impact on future economic 
relations between Uzbekistan and Afghanistan, although Afghan citizens are not completely 
optimistic. Some traders have expressed dissatisfaction with both the lack of infrastructure 
on the Afghan side,81 and with the fact that wagons have to be returned to Uzbekistan within 
24 hours. The latter restriction has already resulted in Uzbekistan fining Afghan contractors a 
total of US$10 million in the last ten years.82 Still, the most disconcerting issue may lie in 
local reports accusing Uzbekistan’s commercial elite of favouring its own ethnicity in 
Afghanistan.83 These various incidents certainly do not foment trust, which may in the future 
affect Uzbekistan’s capacity to do business in the region.  
 
It is important to be aware that Tashkent is not just focused on the rail link connecting the 
Balkh province to Uzbekistan. The Uzbek authorities also aim to connect with other regions 
in Afghanistan and reach lucrative South Asian markets. At the behest of the new Afghan 

                                                 
74 ‘Afghanistan: commercial traffic starts between Hairatan and Mazar-i-Sharif’, Tenders Info, February 6th 
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government, Uzbekistan reconstructed eleven bridges between Mazar-i Sharif and Kabul 
and, in 2009, linked the first Afghan optic fibre network to Uzbekistan.84  
 
As concerns other corridors, in December 2002 Iranian and Uzbek officials discussed the 
possibility of constructing the Dogharun-Heart-Mazar-i Sharif railway and of connecting it to 
Termez.85 Subsequently, President Karimov met with President Khatami and Hamid Karzai to 
sign a memorandum. News sources at the time reported that despite the formal meeting, 
President Karimov was sceptical and preferred to invest in a southern route.86 Hence, in 
March 2011, Tashkent signed an agreement with Pakistan to secure access to the ports of 
Gwadar and Karazhi (Corridor 8 as it is called by the Uzbek Ministry of Foreign Economic 
relations), hoping for the situation in the region to stabilise. 
  
The water-energy nexus  

 
The complex nexus of water and energy is an unavoidable issueis in Central Asia. Recently, 
it has gained importance as new business opportunities become viable in the Central Asian 
Regional Electricity Market (CASAREM), thus increasing competition between regional 
actors. Gregory Gleason has summarised the situation in the following manner:  
 

[T]he rising demand for power in China, India and Pakistan will further reshape the geopolitical 
balance in the Southeast Asian region during the next two decades. Afghanistan is physically 
situated squarely in the centre of the expected changes. As these changes take place they will 
create new demands and produce new policy influences that are sufficiently powerful to 
completely rework the political terrain throughout the region.87  

 
Subsequently, the establishment of the North-East Power System (NEPS) in Afghanistan has 
resulted in increased competition over energy contracts. However, many of the ambitious 
agreements have to be read with caution as they depend on Kabul elites and foreign 
businesses being able to sustain projects with their local communities.88  
 
The inter-connection between water and energy derives from how the Central Asian water 
and energy sectors were integrated in the Soviet period. The system was formalised in 1984 
under Soviet protocol 413, which specified a series of inter-dependent barter agreements 
that worked well before independence: downstream countries, namely Uzbekistan, 
Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, received water from Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan for irrigation in 
the summer and they in turn supplied their upstream neighbours with energy in the winter.89 
The arrangement was feasible because Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan abdicated their potential 
for hydro-power production in exchange for their three neighbours’ fossil fuel wealth. 
Moreover, the system relied on the Soviet Union being a closed economic system, whereby 
opportunities for profit were not open to decentralised negotiation and were thus dependent 
on Moscow’s strategic planning. However, once the Soviet Union dissolved, Eastern and 
South Asian markets were open to energy-rich Central Asian states.  
 
Uzbekistan and Tajikistan have come a long way since they signed the 1992 Almaty 
agreement on cooperation in water distribution. As for Afghanistan, it is important to observe 

                                                 
84 ‘Afghanistan fibre optic cable connected to Uzbekistan’ BBC Monitoring South Asia, July 11th 2009. 
Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
85 ‘Iran's special Caspian envoy discusses bilateral ties with Uzbek officials’ IRNA News Agency, December 21st 
2002. Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
86 ‘Khatami, Karzai, Karimov sign trans-Afghan road link deal’ Agence Presse France, June 19th 2003. 
Available via https://web.lexis-nexis.com/universe. 
87 Gleason, G. et al. ‘Afghanistan reconstruction in regional perspective’ Central Asia Survey, 28:3, 2009, p. 276. 
88 Conway, J. ‘How can Afghanistan Avoid the Resource Curse’ Foreign Affairs, February 29th 2012, Online: 
http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/137306/j-edward-conway/how-afghanistan-can-escape-the-resource-
curse, Accessed: 29-02-2012. 
89 Weinthal, E. Water Conflict and Cooperation in Central Asia (UN Human Development Report 2006), p. 11.  
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that the 1992 arrangement ignores its own interests, since it was not allocated any flow from 
the Amu Darya (see Table 5 below). Thus, in the future, it is likely that Kabul and 
Afghanistan’s northern governors will seek a greater share of water.90 In any case, the 
competitive mindset of the Central Asian leadership has prevented the sustainability of 
former the accord.91 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Source: O’ Hara, S. ‘Central Asians divided over use of dwindling water supply’ Local Governance Brief, 
Summer 2004.92  

 
As post-Taliban Afghanistan stabilises, international actors have sought to ensure prosperity 
in the region by sponsoring a series of projects for energy production and distribution. One of 
the most renowned initiatives, documented in Ahmed Rashid’s 2002 book, is the 
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) gas pipeline. Indeed, the growing 
importance of energy was quickly understood in Kabul and Washington,93 and so the North 
East Power System (NEPS) was set up in order to allow Central Asian countries to distribute 
power to Afghanistan and perhaps Pakistan.94  
 
Uzbekistan soon started supplying electricity to northern Afghanistan through the Surkhan 
and Amu substations. Most of the energy was provided initially to Mazar-i Sharif and 
negotiated on an ad hoc basis without power purchase agreements.95 Therefore, before the 
beginning of each year, Afghan and Uzbek delegates met to renegotiate energy supplies, 
which many times resulted in prolonged power cuts (a problem that also occurs in 

                                                 
90 Byrd, W, Ibid, p. 26. 
91 In spite of the initial consensus over the 1992 Almaty agreement, it remained ill-suited for the post-Soviet 
Central Asian economic system. Perhaps its greatest flaw was that no framework was stipulated for how 
upstream countries would receive energy. Another problem was based on the fact that most upstream riparian 
states sought to become self-sufficient in energy, thus going against the cooperative premise of the system. For 
example, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan quit the Central Asian power system (CAPS) in 2003 and 2009, 
respectively. Yet, the greatest incentive for deviation from the system was the growing opportunities for 
exploring more profitable markets. As Moscow experienced a rise in prosperity, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and 
Uzbekistan saw a gradual increase in the price of their exported gas. By May 2008, Russia agreed that it would 
to pay European prices for the gas it imported from Central Asian countries. Furthermore, in July 2007 
Uzbekistan became a gas supplier to China. This meant the Uzbek authorities soon preferred selling gas to the 
east as opposed to their own domestic consumers and neighbours. 
92 http://lgi.osi.hu/publications/2005/285/Central_Asians_divided_over_dwindling_water_supply_3.pdf, 
accessed: 02-04-2010. 
93 Kucera, J. ‘USAID USAID Official Outlines Plan to Build Central-South Asian Electricity Links’ 
Eurasianet.org,  http://www.eurasianet.org/departments/business/articles/eav050406.shtml, accessed: 
04-02-2012. 
94 See Afghanistan’s NEPS Transmission System Power Analysis Final Report, September 18th 2007, 
http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PNADY064.pdf, accessed: 17-05-2012. 
95 Byrd, W et al. Ibid. p. 38. 

Table 5: Amu Darya Water Basin Flow Ge neration (cubic km per year)  
 Flow Generation Flow Allocation 
Afghanistan 6.18 0 
Kazakhstan 0 0 
Kyrgyzstan 1.9 0.24 
Tajikistan 62.9 9.08 
Turkmenistan N/A 2.78 
Uzbekistan 4.7 33.9 
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Tajikistan).96 As a result citizens suffer and discontent rises. Journalists in the Balkh province 
report that locals blame the cuts either on Uzbekistan’s greed or on the incompetence of 
Afghan officials.97 Obviously, these practices certainly do not contribute to building trust in 
Afghanistan’s north. Nevertheless, both Kabul’s need for energy and the construction of a 
power grid connecting Pul i-Khumri to Chimtala meant that Uzbekistan became one Kabul’s 
main electricity suppliers in 2009.98  
 
However, Uzbekistan is not the only relevant supplier. Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan were sure 
to gain added importance after the establishment of Central Asia-South Asia 1000MW 
Transmission Project (CASA-1000), which intends to supply energy from Kyrgyzstan and 
Tajikistan to Afghanistan and Pakistan. According to the 2011 SNC-Lavalin feasibility report, 
the project is profitable even under the most restrictive circumstances.99 These goals only 
revamped Tajikistan’s hopes to profit from the country’s water resources, instigating in part 
the revival of the Soviet project to build a dam in Roghun (if it were to be constructed it would 
be the tallest dam in the world). After failed attempts to lure Russia, President Rahmon 
announced in July 2007 that Tajikistan would accomplish the project by its own means. 
Consequently, the Roghun dam is now heavily politicised in both Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, 
with the leaderships of both countries staking their legitimacies on the issue. According to 
Alexander Sodiqov, the intended height of the dam has little to do with electricity production 
and more to do with the ability to harness water, which means that Dushanbe would be able 
to control the supply of much needed water to Uzbekistan.100 This would then result in a loss 
of Uzbekistan’s relative bargaining power in Central Asia, which would be detrimental to its 
wish to become a regional leader. 
 
Still, the problem is not just related to water and power: Tajikistan may rival Uzbekistan as a 
major electricity supplier. If the dam were to be completed, it would be able to generate 13 
billion KW of energy annually, making Tajikistan self-sufficient in electricity and a major net 
exporter.101 Hence, Tashkent fears both losing access to that market and seeing Tajikistan 
and Kyrgyzstan consolidate their position as major suppliers. Tashkent was quick to convey 
its displeasure at the meetings between President Rahmon and Pakistani officials discussing 
new supply routes.102  
 
In sum, the growing opportunities that Afghan and Pakistani markets offer to Central Asian 
states have contributed to deepening political competition between Uzbekistan and its 
neighbours. While it is reasonable for countries to compete for contracts, the unilateralist and 
zero-sum mentalities of local officials have led to heavy politicisation, which makes 
compromise seem like a sign of weakness. So, with the stakes becoming higher, it becomes 
almost impossible for each side to reach an agreement without severely harming legitimacy. 

 
 

                                                 
96 See the following cases reported by local journalists: ‘Uzbekistan cuts power supply to northern Afghan 
province’ BBC Monitoring South Asia, December 17th 2005 and ‘Afghan minister holds energy cooperation 
talks in Uzbekistan’ BBC Monitoring South Asia, June 26th 2007. 
97 ‘Uzbekistan suspends electricity supply to northern Afghan city’ BBC Monitoring South Asia, January 2nd 
2009. 
98 Sachdeva, G. ‘Regional Economic Linkages’ (Washington: Central Asia-Caucasus Institute Silk Road Studies 
Program), 2008, http://www.silkroadstudies.org/new/docs/publications/1004Joshi-VII-Linkages.pdf , accessed: 
01-03-2012, p. 152   
99 SNC Lavalin (CASA-1000) PROJECT FEASIBILITY STUDY UPDATE, February 2011. 
http://www.energo.gov.kg/doc/Final%20feasibility%20Report.pdf, accessed: 17-05-2012, p. E-10 
100 Sodiqov, A. ‘The Roghun Dam Contoversy: Is Compromise Possible?’ (Washington: Central Asia Caucasus 
Institute Analyst),  2012,  http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/137306/j-edward-conway/how-afghanistan-
can-escape-the-resource-curse, accessed: 07-05-2012. 
101 Ibid. 
102 Rao, M. ‘Pakistan and the Energy Feud between Uzbekistan and Tajikistan’ Global Research.ca, May  2012. 
http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=25059, accessed: 13-04-2012. 
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III. TRENDS FOR UZBEKISTAN’S FOREIGN POLICY AFTER 2 014 
 
The previous chapter demonstrated the degree of competition and mistrust within GCA. 
Moreover, it described the key issue areas affecting Uzbekistan’s relations with Afghanistan, 
all of which will play a role in the future of Central Asia. Evidently, the repercussions of 
Uzbekistan’s policy affect the whole region, given that Uzbekistan is both the biggest internal 
market in former Soviet Central Asia and its largest military force. Hence, NATO 
demobilisation in 2014 could be seen as a new opportunity for Uzbekistan. Its leadership will 
have to respond to either of the challenges that will appear in GCA: namely a stronger and 
more stable Afghanistan, which could potentially compete with Uzbekistan; or an unstable 
political situation, in which case Tashkent will have to persist either with closing its borders or 
managing to cooperate with its neighbours to prevent conflict escalation. Only uncertainty 
could fit with Uzbekistan’s current foreign policy practices. The following section delineates 
two trajectories for the possible 2014 scenarios and how they can pressure Uzbekistan to 
change. The final section looks at how future uncertainty would best suit President Karimov’s 
zero-sum mindset. 
 
Two outcomes in Afghanistan and one incentive to ch ange 
 
The task of delineating trajectories for Uzbekistan after the 2014 demobilisation requires 
some preliminary assumptions. A number of factors will not enter into consideration, such as 
influential countries replacing NATO and becoming responsible for the region’s security. 
Given the power of Russia and China, especially the latter, a significant shift in their regional 
policies might change Central Asia’s geopolitics. Moreover, it is necessary to presume a 
certain status-quo in Iran, India and Pakistan’s political environments, because of their 
leverage in Afghanistan’s future. All of these countries are significant stakeholders, but 
certain issues have to be taken as given, since, on the one hand, too many variables would 
make the analysis excessively complicated and, on the other hand, even the domestic 
situation in Uzbekistan can change.103  
 
Bearing these assumptions in mind, the simulation shall be made according to Szlajfer’s 
three simplified scenarios for Afghanistan: (1) the United States and NATO stay in 
Afghanistan indefinitely; (2) NATO and the United States withdraw precipitously, meaning 
that the political situation in Afghanistan remains tenuous; and (3) ISAF forces succeed in 
securing a stable political compromise in Afghanistan.104 Scenario 1 is no longer conceivable 
and thus the following analysis shall look at Uzbekistan’s options in scenarios 2 and 3. 
 
Scenario 2: Uzbekistan’s potential response to instability in Afghanistan  
 
The resurgence of violence in Afghanistan could, at first glance, instigate the continuation of 
the status-quo in Central Asia, where President Karimov would settle for closing his country’s 
borders and reaffirming his belief in self-reliance. However, the cost would be too high, since 
he would lead his country toward isolationism and thus defeat his intent to make Uzbekistan 
both grow economically and attain prestige in the international arena, as discussed above. 
Moreover, from a political point of view, it is questionable whether repeated closure of 
borders and stronger trade restrictions are as feasible as before and if discourses on danger 
and extremism are as well accepted by Uzbek citizens.105 It is also important to acknowledge 
that in this extreme scenario no great power would be helping Uzbekistan secure its borders 
and that appeals for large international assistance would no longer be useful, given that 
                                                 
103 An unforeseen political event might occur or even a change in the a change in policy as Uzbekistan prepares 
itself for transition. See for example ‘Karimov surreptitiously shortens presidential term of office’ Uznews.net, 
March 29th 2012, http://www.uznews.net/news_single.php?nid=19440, accessed 30-03-2012. 
104 Szlajfer, H. et al. Ibid, p. 2. 
105 Increasing border restrictions in 2004 contributed to upseting large sectors of the population and thus had a 
partial role in stirring the Andijan Crisis of 2005. See ‘Uzbekistan: The Andijan Uprising’ International Crisis 
Group, Asia Briefing Nº38, May 2005. 
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NATO forces had effectively demobilised (see assumptions above). Therefore, the late 
1990s strategy of President Karimov appealing for 6+2 summits (all the surrounding 
neighbours of Afghanistan plus the United States and Russia) would be futile.106 
 
Consequently, if the Uzbek leadership wishes to avoid isolationism, it will have to cooperate 
gradually with regional states to secure its southern border and prevent wider Central Asian 
instability. To a degree, the issue areas affecting Uzbek-Afghan relations discussed above 
could play a role in mitigating the unilateralist tendencies of President Karimov. 
Firstly, Uzbekistan currently has some influence in the north of Afghanistan. It is a stake-
holder in Afghanistan’s Balkh province and the main contractor in its only railway. Hence, 
abandoning an important interest in a region, which is central to its own security, would be 
self-defeating. Like in the early 1990s, it is more likely that Tashkent will wish to preserve a 
buffer zone in Afghanistan’s north by cooperating with some of the regional powerbrokers, 
than to retreat.  
 
Secondly, Uzbekistan is one of Kabul’s main electricity suppliers, hoping to augment exports 
to Afghanistan and Pakistan and reach South Asian sea ports. These objectives are only 
attainable if the situation remains relatively stable in GCA. Thus, Tashkent could not 
suddenly disregard the conflict in Afghanistan as it did in the late 1990s. Even though data 
provided by ECO (see Table 2 above) shows Uzbekistan’s trade in Afghanistan to be 
relatively insignificant, the volume has been increasing steadily in the last few years. Hence 
Uzbekistan has a stake in Afghanistan’s economy. 
 
Thirdly, the Uzbek leadership is aware that, in the past, insurgents were able to cross the 
mountainous regions of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. The Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan 
(IMU) mobilised into the Batken district of Kyrgyzstan and the Kara-Su Valley in the summers 
of 1999 and 2000 respectively, causing widespread alarm in Uzbekistan.107  More recently, in 
2009 the Tajik government announced IMU infiltrations in the Rasht and Talvidara valleys,108 
and the situation deteriorated when twenty-three Tajik soldiers were killed in September 
2010.109 These incidents certainly increased Uzbekistan’s apprehension and perhaps the 
only good news for Tashkent at the time was that Tohir Yo’ldashev, one of the founders of 
the IMU, was killed in Pakistan.110 All these incidents resulted in the smaller Central Asian 
states having to cooperate with other regional powers, mostly Russia, to protect their own 
borders. Tashkent, on the other hand, has traditionally been against Russian-sponsored 
military pacts for the reason that it increases Moscow’s overall influence. Also, Tashkent is 
aware that base politics can potentially be used by as bargaining instruments by Dushanbe 
and Bishkek.  
 
The only way for Tashkent to avoid great power involvement is by stepping up security 
cooperation in the region. Instead of accusing its neighbours of incompetence, as in the past, 
which escalated political grievances and mistrust,111 it would instead seek to accommodate 
the difficulties of its neighbours and provide encouraging feedback to threats that they all 

                                                 
106The 6+2 initiatives are now called the 6+3 since President Karimov suggested having NATO become  a party 
to the talks. 6+3 meetings have never been held but, the 6+2 confrences were organised in early 1999 and 2000 
at the United Nations. At last 6+2 format meeting United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan noted the 
disappointing results of the group, in spite of calling for its continuation.  
107 Malashenko, A. ‘Islam in Central Asia’ in Central Asian Security: The New International Conxtes, ed. R. 
Allison (London: Brookings Institution Press) 2001, pp. 56-59. 
108 It is not entirely clear if these were actually members of the IMU. Nonetheless, borders in Tajikistan remain 
porous. See Olimova, L. ‘Taming Tajikistan’s Eastern Valleys’ IWPR, July 31st 2009. http://iwpr.net/report-
news/taming-tajikistans-eastern-valleys, accessed: 09-08-2009. 
109 Sidiqque, A. ‘IMU’s Evolution Branches back to Central Asia’, RFE/RL, December 6th 2010, 
http://www.rferl.org/content/imu_evolution_branches_back_central_asia/2240765.html, accessed: 11-12-2010. 
110  Abdrakhmanova, A. et al. ‘Is Uzbek Guerrilla Force Planning Homecoming?’ IWPR, November 18th 2009. 
http://iwpr.net/report-news/uzbek-guerrilla-force-planning-homecoming, accessed: 02-12-2009. 
111 Szlajfer, H. et al. Ibid, p. 38. 
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share. Instability in Afghanistan would prevent President Karimov from reaching South Asian 
markets, which in turn could mitigate some more recent disputes with the Tajik and Kyrgyz 
governments. Hence, all could then shift their focus onto more pressing concerns, such as 
border security.  
 
Overall, it is likely that the stakes would be too high in 2014 for Uzbekistan to retreat 
significantly from the region. Uzbekistan’s slow yet steady involvement in Afghanistan’s 
economy signals that it is hedging its bets and that total lack of involvement would be 
counter-productive. Hence, the more plausible solution if violence were to be pervasive is for 
Tashkent to protect its commercial interests, especially in the north of Afghanistan, and to 
assist its neighbours facing challenges to their borders by accommodating general security 
concerns. Past experience shows that leaving Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan alone to face 
potential cross-border infiltration increased political and economical instability around 
Uzbekistan’s borders.  
 
Scenario 3: Uzbekistan’s potential response to stability in Afghanistan 
 
 Contrary to the previous scenario, a stable, working Afghanistan would be an entirely new 
situation for modern GCA. As already mentioned, it is in Uzbekistan’s interests for conflict not 
to escalate in Afghanistan. Nonetheless, these aspirations should not be confused with the 
Uzbek leadership favouring a potentially influential neighbour on its border.  
 
Firstly, a more stable Afghanistan could become a supplier of gas and mineral resources.112 
According to its zero-sum perspective, Tashkent would face the appearance of another 
competitor and so lose attractiveness as a destination for foreign direct investment. In the 
past, Uzbekistan’s relative wealth in the gold, gas and oil industries has given it some 
leverage when negotiating contracts. Yet, some of these ventures proved to be detrimental to 
foreign interests, such as in the cases of Newmont and Oxus Gold, which were all 
nationalised by the Uzbek government. Hence, a largely untapped neighbour would pressure 
Uzbekistan to modify some of its practices if it hoped to secure future investors or revitalise 
its export potential. 
 
Secondly, from the moment Kabul were able to implement policy, it would be able to secure 
its influence over all provinces in Afghanistan. This concerns Uzbekistan because Afghan 
officials would hope for the Amu Darya’s current quota situation to change. As discussed 
above, Afghanistan’s north is not allocated any supply of water from the Amu Darya. 
However, if Afghanistan were to redevelop agriculture, water would be necessary for 
irrigation. Therefore, Uzbekistan would have to face three states interested in shifting the 
distribution of water in Central Asia. Whilst Kabul as a downstream country would not be a 
keen supporter of the Roghun dam, it would still seek to obtain a larger water quota, a goal 
that Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan would be willing to support in order to pressure Uzbekistan to 
re-shift consumption. 
 
Lastly, similar to the previous point, a completely stable Afghanistan would consolidate the 
importance of Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan’s energy projects, which would usurp Uzbekistan’s 
status as a major energy supplier to the south. Essentially, Uzbekistan would lose 
significance as both an energy hub and as one of Central Asia’s major trade routes. Kabul 
would be able to increase its bargaining power and seek alternative corridors to Uzbekistan’s 
proposals. 
 
Overall, according to the current zero-sum perspective of the Uzbek elites, a potentially 
stronger Afghanistan is not entirely positive, but rather a threat to Uzbekistan’s ambitions to 
become a transport and energy hub. Hence, if Uzbekistan wishes to avoid isolationism in this 
scenario, it will have to shift its overall policy. Tashkent would have to be less restrictive on 
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foreign direct investment, negotiate settlements on water and energy and also improve its 
overall image in the region. As mentioned above, border issues with its neighbours and 
rumours that it supports certain factions in Afghan politics could prove to be politically 
harmful to Uzbekistan and hinder the ability of its companies to enter the Afghan market. So, 
the fact that another state with similar interests to Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan would appear 
south of its border means that Tashkent could not afford to cut energy supplies, intervene 
within its neighbours’ borders or temporarily embargo supply routes.  
 
Uncertainty about Afghanistan’s future: the ideal s ituation for Uzbekistan’s current 
leadership 
 
The two aforementioned scenarios are clear in terms of their costs and benefits because 
they depend on certainty: the existence of either stability or instability in Afghanistan, neither 
of which are compatible with President Karimov’s current foreign policy. However, there is 
another possible outcome in Afghanistan: a situation in between peace and the resurgence 
of conflict. This would perhaps be the ideal environment for the current Uzbek leadership. In 
this situation, Tashkent would still be able to influence Afghanistan’s north and control 
borders at its own liking. Furthermore, the feasibility of water and electricity arrangements in 
the region would be unclear given that Tashkent would still have the capacity to pressure its 
neighbours. Lastly, President Karimov could afford to disregard sensitive political issues in 
GCA, such as his country’s strict control over the Amu Darya’s border and Uzbekistan’s 
policy of cutting energy supplies in order to coerce Afghanistan and Tajikistan. Since Kabul 
would not have full control over the country, Uzbekistan would not have to pay serious 
attention to changing these unresolved issues. What these three scenarios demonstrate is 
that unless Afghanistan’s situation becomes clearer, it is not reasonable to expect a change 
in Uzbekistan’s current policy.  

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Uzbekistan has a key role to play in the future of GCA. As a pivotal country in Central Asia, 
whichever path it takes will affect its neighbours, including Afghanistan and its northern 
regions. Until now, GCA has remained a relatively closed region due in part to the 
competitive zero-sum mentalities of its leaders and the unstable situation in Afghanistan, all 
of which reinforce mistrust.  
 
Besides security, the predominant concern in the upcoming years for Uzbekistan, 
Afghanistan and other Central Asian states has to do with water and energy supplies in the 
region. It will be interesting to see how these issues mix with the potentially new environment 
after 2014. It is clear that either too much stability or instability is not entirely in President 
Karimov’s interest. Hence, uncertainty is the ideal scenario for the Uzbek leadership, 
enabling it to keep its current unilateralist ideas for instilling economic growth and domestic 
stability. As a consequence, if current trends remain, a more prosperous and interconnected 
Central Asia is not an outcome to be expected after 2014. 
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